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I was here to attend the Flame conference two years ago.  

At that time Japan was about to be nuclear free for the first time since 
1960s. It was not clear when and whether any of reactors would be allowed 
to come back. 

Japan's Basic Energy Plan was optimistically thought to be revised by the 
fall of that year, ahead of the regular three-year interval. Instead the plan 
was only approved one year behind, in April this year. But at least it was 
approved.  

Nuclear approval process has been also slower than expected. But the 
process is alive and the prospect seems to be real. 

With this positive note, I would like to talk about the followings: 
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Overall changes in the LNG market; 

Shifting purchasing patterns and supply sources; 

High prices and inflexibility; 

Procurement and infrastructure plans;  

Notes on the government’s plan; and  

Factors to shape the market. 
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The most immediate and biggest problem for Japan is the unprecedented high 
cost of LNG purchases. 

Although Japan’s LNG imports did not grow much year-on-year for the first time 
since the East Japan Great Earthquake, the corresponding payment hit another 
record high of JPY 7 trillion. 
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Because of increasing LNG imports in Asia and decreasing LNG imports in 
Europe, the ratio of the East-of-Suez LNG imports to the West-of-Suez 
ones grew from 6:4 until 2010 to 3:1 in 2013. 
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The chart shows monthly production of global LNG and shale gas in the United 
States. 

Natural gas production and consumption in the United States did not grow much, 
although shale gas production grew to exceed the global LNG production in late 
2013. 
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This chart compares total Japanese LNG imports and spot and short-term 
volumes among them from 2000. 

While there was virtually no short-term procurement in 2000, more than 20% of 
the total was purchased through such arrangements in 2011, 2012, and 2013. 
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But if I look at monthly breakdowns of spot LNG purchases of various importing 
countries since 2011, notably different patterns are observed between the years in 
question. 

In 2011, Japan went on increasing spot purchases after the crisis toward the end 
of the year. In contrast in 2012, Japan gradually decreased spot purchases as the 
buyers shifted back to contract purchases as they recognized that the incremental 
demand vacated by lost nuclear power was expected to stay some time. In 2012 
and 2013, notable increases of spot purchases by Latin American importers were 
observed. 
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There have been shifts of LNG supply sources to the Japanese market since 2010. 
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While destination clauses are banned in European Union countries, 4 million 
tonnes of LNG was reloaded in Europe in 2013: 

because initial cargo destinations in delivered-ex-ship (DES) contracts are still 
restricted, and buyers can avoid profit sharing by reloading;  

but with regard to final usage of molecules, territorial restrictions cannot be 
imposed in sale transactions. 

This shows both rigidity and flexibility of LNG transactions. 

As a result reloaded cargoes played a significant role in balancing the markets. 

This is also an indication that the global LNG market is not really tight. One 
major market does not need much LNG. 
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This is the biggest problem. 

The chart shows representing gas prices around the world from 2000 to 
2014. Since 2008 the gap between regional prices have been widening 
and persisting. 
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Japan needs greater flexibility to reduce the gap. 
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Another important change that has become apparent is the fact that more 
ordinary people are interested in, or aware of, energy and LNG issues. People are 
becoming more vocal on the issues, leading to pressures to reduce prices. 

Japanese buyers are in jeopardy in the face of pressure to reduce prices and 
looming prospects of restructuring of both electricity and city gas markets. 

However, they may also have chances to change. 
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There are about 10 additional LNG receiving terminal plans or proposals in 
Japan, in addition to around 30 already in operation. Additional gas-fired power 
generation projects are either proposed, planned, or under construction to add 20 
GW or so capacity to the existing 64 GW at the beginning of 2011. 
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Proposed solutions include North American LNG exports, especially those 
projects in the lower 48. 

Several Japanese companies have been already involved and made offtake 
commitment in the most advanced ones among them. Or rather, those projects 
have advanced thanks to those Japanese involvements. 
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Stable procurement of LNG is one of the top priorities in the newly installed 
version of Japan’s Basic Energy Plan.  

Measures include strengthening ties with producing countiries. 
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The chart illustrates changing composition of primary energy sources in the last 
five years. 

In the face of declining nuclear power output, Japan increased LNG consumption 
significantly. But in 2013, coal consumption in power generation grew by 20%. 

Coal is described as an important baseload power generation source in the Basic 
Energy Plan. 
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Another important feature of the plan is the greater emphasis of renewables. 

This table shows capacity additions of various renewable energy sources before 
and after the introduction of FITs. 

Increases of solar power capacity, especially for non-residential, have been 
significant. 
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These days we are seeing larger and more expensive LNG production projects, 
increasing unconventional gas based and leaner LNG, and larger LNG buyers in 
different countries. 

Japan is initiating stronger partnership with other consuming countries, closer 
dialogues with LNG suppliers, including the LNG Producer-Consumer 
Conference, and stronger financial supports to LNG projects,  as well as pursuing 
flexible terms - pricing and destination. 
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These days we sometimes hear arguments that the LNG market is tight. 

But there are often different interpretations on the same phenomenon. For 
example, Europe decreased LNG imports by 12 million tonnes in 2013, 
because, some people say, the LNG market was tight. Others say simply 
Europe did not need LNG, that is quite opposite to the notion of a tight 
market.. 

Those arguments of tightness may be made to encourage stronger 
commitments from consumers to realize supply projects. But such 
arguments often discourage buyers to depend on gas and push them out to 
other energy sources. 
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In concluding this presentation, I have listed past and future drivers that have 
changed and are expected to change the shape of the global LNG market. 

The market will see more expansion of LNG capacity in Australia, North 
America and others. Strong commitment continues being important.  

More Japanese and other Asian buyers are becoming more proactive in project 
participation. Government policies are also expected to play an important role. 
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